Urrard, Killiecrankie (originally called Raon Ruaridh).
iv There are no portraits of these men in existence so we do not know what they looked like. This period was only just witnessing the beginning of portrait painting in Scotland. Of the Stewart of Urrard family documents that still exist for the 1600s, there is a marriage contract of 1629, a will of 1628, and a will of 1641. Valuable clothes were usually handed down and sometimes bequeathed to other people but none of these documents mention the doublet. v The documents however do suggest that the family had considerable property and livestock and so might have commissioned such a garment. vi The chances of finding a tailor's bill for the doublet were small but that was checked for too -without success. If we are right about the date of the doublet then any of the marriages would be a possible reason for its creation. If it was made for a special occasion, this might help to explain why it is in reasonable condition. It remained special, perhaps only worn occasionally afterwards, and so did not get very dirty, sweaty or greasy. Was the doublet part of a wedding outfit for one of the Stewart men? We may never know. But whoever wore it, he would have looked braw ('handsome', 'splendid'). It is also highly likely that the original owner determined its style and materials. At this time, men took an active role in the selection, purchase and commissioning of textiles, clothing and dress accessories. These might be for their personal use or for members of their family, or be made at the request of friends and acquaintances. When they were travelling away from home, men often sent back news of the latest fashions. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was fashionable to cut slashes into silk. As well as giving the material an interesting appearance, the slashes were an open display of wealth. The fashion may have spread from Switzerland where it was originally used by soldiers. viii In early seventeenth-century Scotland, taking a roll of expensive imported silk and slashing it all over was surely the ultimate statement in extravagant fashion. The silk itself was not made in Britain. By the late 1600s there was still only one silk dyer and six silk weavers in Edinburgh. ix As a result, the doublet would have been an expensive item to commission. Clothes like this were a serious investment. The doublet was likely to have been part of a suit with matching trunk-hose. Originally, doublets and trunk-hose were laced together with ribbon points. Then, in the first half of the seventeenth century, metal hooks and eyes, which were easier to handle, came into use. The eyes still remain inside the doublet. These hooks and eyes took a lot of strain, particularly at the back, when the wearer was bending or sitting. The breeches or trunk-hose at this time had become longer, fuller and baggier, reaching almost to the knee.
In contrast, the National Museum of Scotland has a woollen doublet dating between 1650 and 1660 in its collections. xxxvi xxxv Perth had even put 2,000 merks aside the year before to make sure that the town put on a good show 'and may mak the strangeris that arto accompany his majestie persaune and sie that this countrie is nocht sa barrine of farmalitie ordour and civilitie as they ignorantlie apprehend'.
Perth was determined to impress. The King's arms were set up on the main gates of the town. James arrived in Perth on 5 July and was met by the fifty most important townspeople dressed in their best clothes. If they had not appeared they would have been fined one hundred pounds. The town's officers and serjeants wore new red outfits. Beggars and vagabonds were banned from the streets and there were speeches and dances. Maybe 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DOUBLET by David Wilcox
The outer silk satin surface, the interlining and the lining of the main body part:
The outer silk satin is patterned with regularly spaced, short diagonal slashes ( Figure 5 ).
Under this outer layer is another of white silk taffeta which can be seen where the slashes gape apart. This under-layer of silk is not cut to exactly the same pattern as the outer silk since the orientation of the grain, as seen through the surface slashes, varies from place to place suggesting that it is pieced together (but from large rather than small pieces of taffeta). The body of the doublet is cut from three panels of silk satin: two front pieces and one back piece. This back panel is cut as one piece, without a centre back seam.
There are two strips of silk braid sewn down the centre back, but these do not conceal a seam. These silk panels, with their slashes and silk taffeta under-layer have been mounted onto interlining of unbleached linen ( Figure 6 ). In another example from this period, a doublet in the Hessischen Landesmuseum, Darmstadt, Arnold observed that the decorative pinking on the doublet was matched by accidental cuts to the silk under-layer, but there were no traces of such correspondences in the Perthshire doublet. xxxvii This, along with the patchwork nature of the silk under-layer and the fact that its joins are not seen through the slashes, suggest that the silk was slashed before setting it on top of both silk under-layer and linen foundation.
The doublet body lining is of white fustian and this is seamed together in slightly different places from the outer silk satin. Examination of the doublet and the lining reveal that at some stage in the doublet's existence, the side-back seams of the doublet have been let out; there are pinprick traces of the original sewing lines near the present sideseams. Additional strips of fustian were needed to increase the lining in these areas. The shoulder area also has been widened by the addition of narrow strips of satin, interlining and fustian ( Figure 7 ). The seams joining these shoulder strips to the doublet are largely concealed by braiding. It is not clear when these alterations were made, but the additional materials are consistent with the main body of the doublet. It is possible that the original owner put on weight and had it let out, or that the garment was passed on to a larger man and needed alteration to fit.
Set in the waist seam of the lining is a folded strip of white linen (approximately one centimetre deep) to which are sewn thirteen metal eyes, now badly corroded. The breeches would fasten to these with corresponding metal hooks. Before the use of hooks, breeches were tied to the doublet by laces (points). But around 1620 large hooks began to be used, sewn onto the waistband and connecting to eyelets, rings, or straps inside the doublet waistline.
xxxviii Inside the Perthshire doublet, there are also two small tabs of silk-covered unbleached linen, each with a worked eyelet, set near the front, one on each side, on the waistline, stitched through the lining to connect to the belly pieces. These tabs would be laced together to draw the fronts in line, taking the strain and making the fastening of the front buttons much easier. This is a feature shared with the doublet it most resembles (V&A:
T. ).
There appears to be no additional interlining, such as a layer of wool, around the chest and shoulder area, although Arnold found evidence of this in some doublets, notably the Cotton doublet, the Middleton doublet and the Darmstadt doublet. xxxix In this case the absence is fairly certain as the front lining has become detached and allows access to this area of the interlining. However, there is a small pad of wool wadding attached by small pad stitches to the fustian lining around the upper side-back seams, just below each armhole.
The belly pieces at centre front:
On both sides, the fustian lining has a facing strip of white silk, while on the left-hand 
Buttons and buttonholes:
The left-hand side front has thirty-one buttons and the collar has a further five buttons.
These buttons are formed from wooden beads over which a herringbone pattern has been worked in white thread. They are attached by a long shank, worked from linen thread.
Some of these buttons are now breaking apart, exposing the wooden core, and four buttons are now completely missing with only a stump marking their original position.
On the right-hand side front, all thirty-one corresponding buttonholes are functional. The collar has five ribbon loops of white silk on the right front, corresponding to the five buttons on the left front. This ribbon is similar to the binding used for finishing outer edges of the garment. The loops are necessary because the collar is so heavily interlined;
buttonholes would be impossible to sew in such dense material.
Additional surface detail on the main body part of the doublet:
On the pointed centre front of the doublet, there are two eyelets, one on each side, below the buttons and buttonholes. These are worked with buttonhole stitch and are paired with similar eyelets worked on the two front skirt tabs. These eyelets were used to tie the doublet's pointed fronts together. xl As well as the silk slash patterning, the doublet is ornamented with a narrow white silk braid which runs in double lines concealing the seams and outlining the edges of all pieces (see diagram, Figure 5 ). In addition, the front edges of the doublet and the collar edge and the cuff edges have all been bound with a narrow, finely ribbed ribbon. On the outer edges, this ribbon is covered in places by a line of braid (on the front buttonhole edge and cuff edges), but left exposed elsewhere (on the right front edge and the collar edge). On both front sections, above the waist seam, there is a vertical loop of white silk braid. These loops are cut from the same decorative braid that trims the doublet generally and emerge from stiletto cuts in the silk. Next to these loops are short lengths of stitching, similar to a bar tack. There are two further loops of 
Appendix I CONSERVATION DECISIONS AND TREATMENT by Tuula Pardoe
The aim of the conservation work was to establish and carry out an ethical conservation treatment for the rare doublet through an analysis of its construction and condition. The doublet required stabilization for handling, study and possible display. Stabilizing the doublet, improving it aesthetically, and yet allowing access to the doublet's structure and materials for future research were all factors that had to be considered. A decision had to be made as to whether conservation work was going to make a doublet in such a poor condition robust enough for display on a mannequin. The seventeenth-century garment had to be protected from the perils of display in the twenty-first century. In order to respect the integrity of this old and rare garment, a balance had to be struck between the major conservation needs of the doublet and the ethical conservation aspiration to keep interference to the barest essential. Discussions with costume historians highlighted the need for researchers to be able to study the internal structures and materials of the doublet 
Condition of doublet before conservation:
Wear and staining on the doublet proved that it had been worn in the past. The doublet had been kept in a cardboard box for decades, and it had not undergone previous conservation or restoration attempts. It had suffered from being crushed and unsupported in its past storage but the storage had also protected it from excessive exposure to light.
The 400-year-old silk fabrics of the doublet had innumerable splits, tears and missing areas (Figures 3 & 4) . Without conservation, handling and mounting the doublet on a display figure, plus the action of gravity when on display, would have torn the garment apart. The outer silk was weak. There were areas where the hair-like fine warp silk threads of its satin-weave surface were on the brink of falling off whenever the surface was touched. In many places such threads had already fallen off thus exposing the underlying weft threads of the satin weave. These weft threads were especially vulnerable to further damage through handling. As many of the threads in the damaged areas had disintegrated, the doublet had a range of areas of loss. The fabric was also fraying in many places. However, despite its poor-looking condition, over much of its Notable pieces of the silk were missing, such as from the back left front shoulder. The skirt tabs had become randomly folded over from past storage, and their fine silk lining was incredibly weak and in tatters. These remains of the silk lining were in the greatest danger of falling off the doublet when it was moved. The outside of the collar was barely holding together.
Conservation treatment:
The use of nylon net as a protective layer to contain damaged areas would have been far too visible on the lustrous silk satin outer layer of the doublet. Protective layers were used in areas of the outer silk only where other textile conservation materials and techniques were impossible to apply. In this way the visual interference of netting was kept to the barest minimum. Fine nylon net was used to cover the damaged silk lining; it stabilized the weak silk remains and yet allowed visual access to materials and structures under it.
Treatment to provide support: the original, was dyed to tone in with the colour of the outer silk as far as possible. On the outer silk, the largest areas of loss and the worst, longest splits were supported by inserting patches of the dyed silk satin under the damaged areas and by stitching the supports in place in laid-and-couched stitch. In numerous areas small folds and twists in the doublet fabric were first relaxed with a fine mist of de-ionised water in order to make them lie sufficiently flat for stitching them onto the support patches. Owing to the relative overall weakness of the original satin-weave silk of the doublet, the overriding aim of the work was to support the seriously damaged areas, but leave minor loss or fraying that did not threaten the stability of the doublet.
Whilst the conservation stitching held the damaged areas of the doublet onto the supportive patches of new fabric, the long laid-and-couched stitches particularly helped to keep down the long exposed warp threads of the original silk fabric. The aim of the stitching was to achieve maximum coverage with protective and supportive stitch lines and yet keep the number of new stitch holes down to the minimum on the weak fabric. In the largest areas of loss, whilst it might have been desirable to replicate decorative slashes in the support fabric in order to reproduce those that would have been there originally, cutting them would have weakened any support the replacement fabric offered to the original silk.
Protective treatment work between the buttonholes of the centre front:
Since a few of the centre front buttons of the doublet were going to be fastened for display, it was decided that an attempt to keep the already damaged silk satin between the buttonholes from becoming worse was necessary. Lines of laid-and-couched stitch in dyed silk thread were stitched over the long loose warp threads of the damaged outer silk satin. This stitching offered a degree of protection to the silk but these areas of silk were still going to require care and consideration when the doublet was handled in the future.
Protective work on the outside of the collar:
The outside of the collar was so badly damaged that, rather than attempting to patch it up with new silk from underneath and potentially cause further damage, its fragmented and split fabric was contained by covering it with a layer of dyed nylon net. The edge of the net also protected the edge of the unravelling and partially detached braid on the outer edge of the collar.
Skirt tabs:
The small missing pieces of the edges of the skirt tabs were camouflaged with the dyed silk fabric and stitched in place. The folds of the tabs and those of the distorted remains of their taffeta lining were relaxed with moisture and straightened by drying them flat.
The remains of the lining were then protected with a layer of dyed nylon net, stitching a line of running stitch along the perimeter of the remains to the coarse interlining in order to keep the lining remains in place. Where the edges of the outer silk of the tabs were worn, the net protecting the tab lining was turned over these edges to the outer face of the tabs. The edges were stitched down in running stitch close to the edge of the outer braid of the skirts, protecting the weakened edges.
Buttons:
One button out of the ten remaining buttons on the left sleeve, eight out of the ten from the right sleeve, and thirteen out of the thirty-one buttons down the centre front were covered with a layer of dyed nylon net in order to contain their damage. Three of these buttons had lost their wooden cores and varying amounts of their decorative stitched covers. No attempt was made to replace the missing cores due to the extreme weakness of the remnants of the stitched decorative covers. The net was wrapped round the buttons and fixed in place with fine nylon thread around the shanks of the buttons.
Loose braids:
The braids of the doublet were too weak to be stitched through. For this reason the loose braids of the left shoulder were re-stitched in place by laying a long stitch over the braid at intervals. Another four-and-a-half centimetre long disintegrating section of the braid, on the right edge of the centre back skirt, was first protected by a piece of dyed nylon net and then stitched in place in the same fashion. Another unravelling braid length, of similar measurement, on the top of the centre left front edge, immediately below the collar, was also covered with a layer of the dyed net for protection.
Sleeve silk lining:
The silk lining of the ends of the sleeves was protected with a layer of dyed nylon net, extending its edges to also protect the unravelling braid of the sleeve ends where possible. The net had to be extended over the backs of the button-holes thus, unfortunately, making the button-holes redundant. The folds in the remains of the silk lining of the centre front edges of the body were relaxed with moisture and dried flat. These remains were then covered with a layer of dyed nylon net for protection. The net was attached in running stitch along the perimeter of the silk remains and along the outer edges of the silk-lined areas to the underlying layer.
Display:
The toile made it possible for a display mannequin company to make a made-to-measure mannequin for the doublet without handling the actual garment. The doublet itself was displayed in a purpose-built display case under fibre-optic lighting in the part of the exhibition room with the lowest levels of general lighting. After being on public display for nearly a year, the doublet is now kept in storage, being brought out for special study requests only, in order to protect it for the future. Study of the Original:
Once it had been stabilized, the doublet was examined in more detail in January 2006. An exhaustive set of measurements were taken and a pattern drawn up. The conservation work, which had been carried out by Tuula Pardoe at The Scottish Conservation Centre, made the fragile doublet much easier to handle without damaging it. There were still areas where both the top fabric and the lining were damaged or missing, and this enabled the underlying interlinings and stitches to be examined. Careful study revealed the way in which the various parts of the doublet had been constructed and made it possible to establish the order in which they were put together. The reconstruction could then be made in exactly the same way. Thread counts were taken from the original materials so that suitable fabrics for the reconstruction could be sourced. Samples of modern materials were also compared with the originals to find the closest matches. The new buttons, binding ribbon and lace were to be reconstructed by Gina Barrett who had supplied a range of prototypes to compare with the originals.
Sourcing the Materials:
The top fabric used for the original doublet was a glossy silk satin in a cream colour.
Since silk darkens and yellows with age the original shade had to be conjectured and a The body and sleeves of the original doublet were lined with fustian. A perfect match could not be found, nor a weaver able to reproduce it. An Indian linen and cotton mix of a similar weight, without the raised nap of the original was found in a small retail shop in London.
Whilst most of the modern fabrics used were commercially available machine-made qualities, the intricate buttons, ribbon and lace had to be specially commissioned and made by hand as there was nothing even remotely similar available 'off the shelf'. The maker was Gina Barrett who has supplied carefully researched, high quality, handmade buttons and laces to a number of museums and individuals in the heritage sector. The replica buttons were worked in silk thread over a wooden base, as the originals evidently had been (Figure 9 ). The silk lace was tablet woven and the silk ribbon also woven by hand.
The original doublet featured a folded strip of linen sewn around the waist on the inside, onto which were sewn large steel loops, or 'eyes'. These eyes would have been paired The two reconstructed doublets (and matching pairs of breeches) were constructed entirely by hand, following the same techniques and sequences observed in the original.
The slashing was carried out on the silk satin using a rotary blade after the pattern pieces had been cut out. The original slashing was probably worked using a punch. The slashed satin was then tacked onto the silk taffeta. The prepared silk skirt and tab pieces were tacked onto the yellow linen canvas before the lace was sewn on by hand using a small spaced back stitch along both sides in silk thread. The hems were turned in and secured with herringbone stitch in silk thread before being pressed with an iron. The taffeta lining was pinned into the skirt pieces and sewn into place with silk thread using small running stitches.
A strip of the medium-weight canvas interlining was tacked to the inside of the front edges of the doublet and bound off with the hand-woven silk ribbon. The buttonholes were outlined with small running stitches, cut with a punch and worked with silk thread.
The silk lace was sewn alongside the buttonholes on the left front and in the same position on the right front.
The paste buckram collar and belly pieces were tacked to the canvas interlinings for the body fronts and collar using unbleached linen thread. The prepared canvas interlining was then tacked to the silk body pieces. The main seams of the body were then joined using backstitch.
The sleeves were completed with buttonholes and lace before the prepared wings were tacked on. They were then sewn into the armhole with backstitch and the sleeve lining bought up to cover the seam allowances.
The buttons were sewn on to the edges of the cuff openings and the front of the doublet with silk thread. A buttonhole stitch bar was worked on the top of each button and the shanks wrapped with silk thread. 
